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Liz Magor in di u ion with Ian Carr-Harr i . Jun , 1986. 
CARR-HARRIS: Let' tart with an obv iou qu t ion, L iz. How do you ee your po ition a an arti t? 
MAGOR: Good que tion. In fa t, tri k que -tion - b au e om tim s I an hardly tand being an art i t. Arti t ar o guilty, and they can be paralyz d or repre ed by that guilt. Ba i ally, I'm ju t trying to f ind a way to work in good faith - to g t pa t the gu ilt. I would l ik to be able to work without b ing a ham d, but also without r moving my If from th ystem by stand ing outside a a cr itic. A critic can too ea i ly stand outsid and analyze a situat ion w ithout di cu ing the ir own omplicity, or without impl icating them elve ; and I don't want to be in that po ition. I don't think it' an active position. It' an analytical po ition a opposed to a pract icing posit ion, and ult imately I think that it turns into a formal activ ity. 
CARR-HARRIS: You're say ing that th position of b ing a criti is 'mer ly' formal? 
MAGOR: I'm aying that all the mucky th ings that you're involved in when you're mak ing work can't be cons idered when you're taking that ort of meta rit ical over­view. I actually think arti ts are be t prepared to work in a d i curs ive manner rather than a metacr itical one. For myself, I feel best pre­pared to work somewhere in between a purely sensible response and a crit ical one. Where it actually becomes an analys i of my own sens ibility rather than an analys is of a large organism l ike a soc iety. I don't ee how I can assume I'm prepared to cr itique cap ital­ism, or assume I'm prepared to cr it ique th ings that I'm impl icated in as though I were in the position of one outs ide them. I'm more prepared to analyze my own s ituation with in that large organ ism, and work ing from that spec if ic point of view maybe - through in­duction - maybe some general statement could be made. 
CARR-HARRIS: I see. Crit ic ism is merely for­mal to the degree that it is not self cr itical. I agree. It's d ifficult to know what people 
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mean uni i . know what th ir ond ition 
MAGOR: I mu t ay I eem to b b oming more intere ted in th word ' th tic ' and le omfortable with th word 'mean ing'. That mak me a littl on ern d that I may have given up certa in obj tive . I would pr fer to b lieve that I'm looking for anoth r route. Maybe, a much a anything, I'm re­acting to a v ry pres riptive or morali t i ton that I f ind in om ritici m of arti t . I'm ref rring to ritic ism of individual artist . In fact, Ian, I uppo e I hold you respon ibl for th is to ome d gree be au you'v writ­ten a great deal in th la t few years. Very often I've agreed with your a es m nt of a general art approach toward a sp cif ic is-ue. I'm intere ted in the way you deal w ith the corruption of that relation hip. But I f ind 
it much harder to tak wh n_you talk about an individual arti t. It' a though they em­body tho e corruption . I feel you're cap -goating them. Robert Bower and Noel Harding, for in tance. I don't e how you can re-ord r soci ty by holding ind iv idual arti t re pon ible for it ill . Don't you th ink thi i what you'v done in ome of your writ ing? 
CARR-HARRIS: Made art ists into scapegoats? I uppo e it depends somewhat on what we under tand by the term. No, I wouldn't ay I've held them responsible for o iety, in the oversimplificat ion that scapegoating usually 
implies. And also, let's be clear that it i the work as it stands wh ich is alway at i sue, not the art ist. But I would say I've held them responsible within society. As I hold myself as well. The que tion of using prescriptive or moral term is - I would agree - compli­cated. I would have to be honest, L iz, and ay that I have some of the ame doubts about their use. Over the larger part of my work ing practice as an art ist I have tended to 
�ee th� rais ing of quest ions as b�ing the way in which moral issues should be addres ed. But the constant a king of quest i ons, whether literally or by impl icat ion, gets in 
itself to be bor ing. Both for me and for others. If you're go ing to ask quest ions, then you should also perhaps ask them a b it harder at 
ertain point , not imply I ave them oen. nded. I gu I aw th writing of criticism as b ing a way in which I could maybe make the questions harder than I found was er. mi ible, ay two or thr year ago. In both Robert' ca e and in No l's ca e I have likd ome of their work. But in both cases in add re ing tho work , I felt that they didn't really a k que tion , or th y d idn't ask hard que tion . To u e your term, I felt they were, a a re ult, highly formal ized. Also I suppose you could argue - let m try this - that if you don't addr an i ue on a specif ic level 
it ha the r al dang r of rema ining simply an ab tra tion. I don't d i agree with your criti· c i m on a human level. In fact, I'm not at all ur I want to continu wr iting in the wa that I have. But I don't ee how you c)n reall addre complex on ns if you don't ad­dr them on a p cifi level; and at some point or another it' go ing to be somewhat me y. 
MAGOR: Except that what you do is to be­ome part of a contradict ion. That would e that the contemporary art i t is told that the can't b th avant-garde; that they're con-trained and conta ined within the codes of the y ten in wh i h they f ind themselves; they can't tran cend that. Then they're at· tacked for not being exemplary, for not be ing effectively progre ive. If the charge is that they'r not uffic iently progressive, or that they're in some way wallowing in nostalg ia or wh im y or whatever, then I have to use the terms of the crit ic - wh ich has something to do with ask ing 'how effective is your prac· t i;e?' And I would have to ask the same th ingof the crit ique: 'how effect ive is the critique 
in changing things?'. I don't always like to measure th ings in term of efficiency or thatkind of effectivene s, because it presumes a solut ion, or it presumes a certa in practice. Inthe kinds of things we're talking about, theonly way- I think- that you can presume a 
correct solut ion is through a sort of tautol·ogy: that you say 'according to the logic of my exper ience, or according to my reason­
ing based on this, th is would be the log ic�I conclu ion; and s ince you are part of this system that we're calling a problem, a systen that is illog ical or unreasonable, I don't e
w you can from there come to project a hO ·cal rea onable way to practice. 1og 1 ' 
RR-HARRIS: I think you've sketched out the . cific nature of the condition of being criti-1 To r main tenable, I guess, it seems to ca ·that we must bear in mind that a position �e lwa pecific, must be seeable as spe-1.f�c Whether you are an artist, or a critic. So Cl I • he conditions that obtain for both are ques-:ions of specific location and ... 
MAGOR: Except for this. If you're using a ritiqu b ed on certain criteria, and you \n't fl that to consider the criteria that the �rtist ha a sumed, then it see�s !o me th�t ·t' an inflexible - or authontanan - cn­:ique that beco��s a corrective ra_ther than an analytical critique. The question turns back on y u. If you say, for example, Noel Harding eems unwilling to communicate, or he i un ble to communicate using thesemeans, then I would have to ask for a mea-urement, like a poll or scale of effective communication, both for your work and for his work; because the claim is implicit that our work communicates better, or that there i work that will communicate more clearly. t the same time, there is an assumption that to communicate clearly in artworks is a moral imperative. In your criticism of Robert Bowers, for example, you make a connec­tion between existential transcendentalism and th Cold War. Since you had already connect d Robert to transcendental existen­tialism there is an implied connection of Robert to situations like the Cold War. I think this is un upportable. I will agree that every­thing e do, as artists or otherwise, ex­presses a value system - and that these value sy tens are not relative, that they hould e viewed critically. But I won't agree th at ev rything is of the same ethical impor­tance. therwise I would be saying that to quish a bug is the same as to squish a babyor som thing, and I won't say that. 
(ARR-HARRIS: I doubt if I would either, Liz! But that doesn't mean that there may not beproblem or issues connecting the squishing of bugs and babies. MACOR: I don't think artists are irresponsibleif they say: 'ethically speaking, on a hierar­chical cale, my treatment of materialthrough my art is less important than my treatment of people through my actions'. You e, I worry about the confusion betweentaking a radical or overt stance in artwork,While n glecting to do so as a citizen. To address various concerns or issues in one'sWork is not the same as taking care of these olitically. It does show that you have con­c
e
e�n; but it's a far thing from being active, oring an activist, in terms of effecting realchange. I think of real change as being verymaterial and concrete, not philosophical. 
�ARR-HARRIS: Material conditions, yes. But or mys If, I don't separate out the conscious-ness or the reactions and the ideologies that �e con tructed out of material conditions to. e degree that you seem to. I would see thesituation as being more dialectical. The dan­& er o_f.ideology is tbat it can suffocate pro­&ress1on beyond the necessity of the material 
conditions themselves. So there is a purely ideological situation constructed, and the value of working philosophically, or of plac­ing work in galleries or wherever to critique certain issues lies in the need to deal with that aspect of the dialectic. It's true that they aren't going to change material conditions as such; they aren't meant to. They mean to deal with ideology on its own ground. But I think this takes us back to something you said at the beginning; something about your own position in trying to find a middle ground between being 'sensible' and being 'critical'. Because I would see that, quite apart from possible disagreements over tac­tics, to be nevertheless an attempt to deal with ideology critically. 
MAGOR: Perhaps. What I'm saying isn't that I think work shouldn't be critical, or that it shouldn't operate that way. I'm talking about the position one takes critically, not about being critical in itself. Simply put, it's whether to include myself as part of the sub­ject of the critique. If I do that - it seems to me - I'm necessarily going to make subjec­tive work that may be ambiguous or less clear in its point of view than work which critiques a structure which is taken to be outside myself. It gets a bit messy when you are both the critic and the critical subject. 
CARR-HARRIS: Tell me about it! But how do you see what can take place? Because in this situation it would seem that there is an oppo­sitional structure which has to be dealt with on another level; and part of that opposition would appear to be the difference between a formal concern and a concern of subject. 
MAGOR: Well, I think - in the first place -that when you talk about these things, you're talking as though we all pose these questions as philosophers would, which is to write them as a thesis or treatise. But the other thing that artists are doing is to organize material to form images that pose these ques­tions. So the questions themselves are neces­sarily going to be different than philosophi­cal questions because of this material form that they take. I'm not willing to banish for­mal concerns for concerns of issues or sub­jects; I would be denying myself a significant engagement with the material world. Some­times it's hard to remember that when you're reading criticism in magazines. But remem­bering that the dialectic is between my mind and the material, certain things arise from this which are discursive; the discourse is between me and the things I do to material. Then there is the audience and what they do when they see this material. This material mediation wouldn't happen if I just spoke to the people across the street, or wrote artic­les, or became a philosopher. Since a sub­stantial part of our lives is concerned with material, outside of art I mean, it seems like a significant thing to deal with within art. 
CARR-HARRIS: There seem to be significant 'differences between your work now and your work when you were on the West Coast, say five or six years ago. And I would see some of those differences as entailing the question of being- critical. But in any case, would you see significant differences? 
MAGOR: I found the concerns here to be completely different from B.C., or Vancou­ver to be precise. It's hard for me to know if this is a regional or local thing, or if it just coincides with my own development; or if moving exposed me to different things. It's hard to say. But I could say that there is a concern here that you can see voiced in a number of forums through people's work or through people's writing - not just in To­ronto, but in other places as well - that is assuming very strict corrective measure - to correct what we've inherited. Certain things are being stressed without consideration of the consequences. They're being stressed, I think, because - as- I said - we're guilty; we're guilty of a bad history. At first you welcome this because you think 'it's an alter­native to something that I was not comfort­able with'; and then the consequences begin to unfold; and the consequences are an ad­herence to or discussion of correct politics; which to me is the same thing as saying correct sexuality: it just doesn't �t. 
CARR-HARRIS: The correction is worse than the error? 
MAGOR: I think so. What if the consequence is a rejection of art altogether by young bright people? I'm thinking of students now; I know that many are dismayed by the nar­rowness of the path ahead of them. On the one side they are reluctant to address com­plex issues that would seem to require a different education than most art depart­ments provide; and on the other side they are bored by the idea of simple material engage­ment. No student likes to think they aren't 'progr ·ve' or 'advanced', in spite of the fact that tn e is precious little in terms of what defines 'advanced' contemporary art in the first place. I think it is completely inap­propriat. to respond to a student's queries about her sculpture by handing her a treatise by Hegel. All that does is teach her that au­thority is outside herself. 
CARR-HARRIS: Since Hegel is almost impos­sible to read, I'd be interested in what kind of authority that would present! However, it seems to me that the problem of being 'bored', as you say, by the idea of simple material engagement is important, and lies in an implicit understanding that the material conditions of the world are not in fact mate­rial at all. They're constructed out of our response to those conditions. When we are sensible of something in the world, it's notreally the material we are sensible about, it'sthe historical placement, or historical pro­duction, surrounding that material that is at issue. So the question of critique enters ef­fortlessly and logically from the very start. It enters at the moment one becomes sensi­ble; and perhaps the problems raised by pre­scriptiveness - problems, as I say, that I agree exist - arise not from the fact that criticism doesn't exist from the start, but that criticism - to be criticism - must always be a number of specific notions about what is right, or what is justice, or what is appropri­ate; and any contained prescription about those notions is consequently inadequate. Criticism proceeds only out of the discourse 
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of criticism, and not out of an agre ment on 
criti i m. 
MAGOR: So what you're aying, Ian, is that an 
ideology i n't critici m. 
CARR-HARRIS: Ye . 
MAGOR: You ee, here' the other problem I 
ee that develops following from what you 
say. Critici m becomes tied to criti al activ­
ity. If we're thinking of art functioning in 
some way as a critical activity, criticism is 
sort of art 'squared' - art seem to be the 
practice, and criticism seem to be the the­
ory; when in fact I think of art as the theory, 
and the world a the practice. You know, my 
life is the practice, my art is the theory of my 
life. If I have theory and criticism acting as 
the theory making my work the practice, I 
mistake my art for the real world. If I mistake 
art for the real world, I may think that I'm 
doing something about something when I'm 
not at all; and the whole activity becomes 
irrelevant. In spite of all the di cussion of 
values, and the 'don't do thi ' and the 'do 
that', it be omes irrelevant because it's in a 
realm that's academi . It's academic b cau e 
it's dep ndent on thi lo ed theoretical sys­
tem - it' an i olated sy ten that has no 
interaction with the out ide. 
CARR-HARRIS: I would ee academic, or 
closed, as p rhap an inevitable condition. I 
like what you are aying about art practice 
b ing in fa t theory. 
MAGOR: That' why I can ay I think art 
hould be criti al, but I disagree with criti al 
theory; or with it having such a 'life'. 
CARR-HARRIS: Something I would agree with 
is that the whole edifi e of intellectual dis­
course i a ademic. But it really do sn't exist 
in i elation from 'life'. The academic aspect 
of thinking Ii s not in that it's removed from 
lif , but that it is only one aspect of life's 
function . But I'm curious about how any of 
this would be chang d - ju t thinking about 
thi as a problem that might have some kind 
of olution-if the arti t attempts to,let's ay, 
plac more empha is upon their relationship 
to materials, or to material condition . I'm 
not sure if you did ay what that meant, Liz. 
MAGOR: It does have something to do with 
material - I have thi idea about what the 
value of that i . Let' see how this ound : I 
think that the p ctrum of po sible relation­
ship in the world ha to be vi ible. There 
ha to be representation and a pre ence of 
relation hips - to things, to people - in 
order for u to know that we have choice; in 
order for us to know that alternative are 
pos ible. So however discredited art i , or 
however deba ed and de p rate it has be­
come, I think that art re erve a place where 
a ort of unali nated labour can be imaged, 
or repre ented, in a world where there i a lot 
of alienated labour, and a lot of dichotomy. 
In thi more modest role it may be a peg 
down from guiding the people to higher e 
thetic or moral realms, but it keep a pace 
op n, a pla e where a les intentional activ­
ity can exist. I think that thi kind of work has 
con iderable value, and when I began look­
ing at art a work in tead of philo ophy, it 
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egan to make a lot more sense. The way itn,ight function made a lot more sense. The �vaY I ould do. it made a lot more sense. The ·nage I wou Id use, or the images that I .vould ek analogies for made a lot more ense. Even the way I question what art was ecarn 1. ot clearer. I stopped questioning it philos ph1cally - not that I had ever really t arted! I thought less about what does it n,ean to be, and what does it mean to know,rhan I thought about what's different about making cars than making clay pots or paint­ings; which sounds very simplistic. But 
I hen you ask that question, certain things are implied, or there are certain implica-tions. 
CARR-HARRIS: That fall into the area of sensi­bility? 
MAGOR: That fall into the area that I want to tart calling esthetics. But calling it esthetics and thinking of esthetics as a larger thing than taste or sensibility; or thinking of sensi­bility a a larger word than a response to beauty r unity or harmony or any of those things. Calling esthetics the area where I have a ignificant interaction with the mate­rial world, or the sensate world. And I would like to u e that word and have it include my p ych - ocial self, my complex self that would be in some way known to me through this interaction. So I say art functions in hold­ing that place. It's just like keeping this door open o that it could be entered by any per­on at any time. I actually don't think it needs to hav mass appeal, or have bigger galleries ormu eums or anything. I think it's sufficient to hav few rooms in a city where you can go and ee it take place. 
CARR-HARRIS: See it take place? 
MAGOR: See this unalienated labour take place; or rather, that it can take place - that ithas a lace. 
CARR-HARRIS: I certainly like the notion. 
MAGOR: If it isn't naive. 
��RR-�ARRIS: No. No, actually I don't think 11 s. naive - or at least I don't think you're being naive. I think you've put beautifully what robably all artists really want to do -mayb what all people at certain points want. If I un�erstand you, it's a position ofattempting to stand back - rather as if one were on the brow of a high hill - looking at ?ne's ntire existence in a moment of curios­ity and acceptance, and attempting to delin­�at� t� t experience, specifically, without all1ng into the problems that arise in specific �ncounters. However, this assumes the abil­�Y. to .do that, and assumes the luxury of emg in the position to walk away from the angers that one has, and look at things differ­ently. I have to wonder, though whether it's re II · ' a Y P ss1ble, at least as more than a desire. 
MAG R: I don't know whether I agree with t�e way you depicted this, as a sort of hill tew,. this panoramic view. I'll put it this way. .nagine a situation that obtains for both art­;sts and peop�e wh.o aren't artists. Imaginehat our relat1onsh1p to our production is obscured by our relationship to the products 
we purchase. The relationship that we see most images of- that's most visible- is our relationship to the material world as con­
sumers of the material world. Our relation­ship as producers or transformers of that world is obscured or never imaged; so that we are ... 
CARR-HARRIS: Cheate'd? 
MAGOR: Yes; and for a very particular pur­pose. There's a reason for wanting to cheat us of that; we have lots of Eaton Centers. So the kind of material engagement I'm talking about is an alternative to shopping, an alter­native to the exaltation of material as a prod­uct to purchase. 
CARR-HARRIS: I guess I had understood you to be talking about allowing oneself the en­joyment of, let us say, the 'act' of making, or the 're-enactment' of that act. 
MAGOR: It could be, but I'm not talking about pleasure only. I brought up pleasure because it seemed that artists, who do have this privileged position to have pleasure from material, often won't allow themselves to do that. For some reason we decided we don't deserve it; perhaps it's because we're ashamed of our history - the elitism at­tached to esthetic appreciation. 
CARR-HARRIS: Yes, elitism; or at least luxury. But perhaps more than that, a certain irrele­vance? 
MAGOR: Yes, but I don't think you necessar­ily remove yourself from your anger or from the muck of banality or the complete ordi­nariness of your material existence. I'm not talking about making transcendental images or supercharged images. I'm actually talking about the very opposite: a place where the material world isn't charged with special sig­nificance; where it's almost a pre-commod­ity; where your production and your con­sumption are happening at the same time. When they are separated, it seems to me that we are then vulnerable to being attracted to objects that have been charged with signifi­cance, and perhaps not through our own means. So our only response is on a transcen­dental, an 'auratic' level. We're always re­sponding on a metaphysical level - to shoes, to Cuisinarts, to everything. I'm inter­ested in the part before that- almost the raw material, or the primary industry, the state where the stuff is first encountered. That's why I think that critical prescription, in at­tempting to be 'meaningful' and to be 'com­municative,' is inappropriate, or over­stressed; because I'm not  sure how communicable certain things are - or of the value of communicating at certain stages. Or whether in fact critical prescriptiveness re­ally provides any alternative to the way most material in the world is offered to us - inten­tionally communicating its desirability. 
CARR·H�RRIS: The value of communicating at certain stages. Yes, I think you're bringing up an important issue - that moral tone is not in itself sufficient; but that it has to se­duce, or affect, the rest of us within some term, perhaps, of agreement. 
MAGOR: I'm hoping that an artist might show material at a stage where anything might have happened - and then this happened. So that in the viewing of it one goes through this active process of seeing where material nearly wasn't meaningful, and how it was processed into meaning; so that the produc­tion of meaning is apparent in the work. 
CARR-HARRIS: You mentioned earlier that in attempting to understand the world, the 'dia­lectic is between my mind and the material'. Is there a history to how this dialectic has proceeded in your own experience? 
MAGOR: An important part of my conscious decisions when I'm working i based on a memory of myself when I was young - a teenager- maybe about 16 or 17, in Vancou­ver. I was wanting, I was looking for a signifi­cant engagement with the materiality of the world-assuming that it was possible. I can't remember why I assumed that, but I felt that there must be something besides 'what I've got now'. I looked very hard for this role or �his place to be, where I might have a fairly intense and constant engagement with this �ateriality. I looked in a variety of places, including the art school where I took a sum­mer course. Remarkably, I didn't find this 'place to be' there, in spite of my looking right at where it was supposed to be housed. Eventually I found the engagement I wanted through a very roundabout means, and I found it in visual art. But my memory of how invisible art had been to me became a very strong motivation to make my art a certain way, and not to make it the way that it had been presented to me - or not present to me - when I was looking. One of the things Irecognize is that the reason I couldn't see it was that the art I saw wasn't truly concerned with the material world; it was in effect en­gaged with the transcendental or immaterial world. 
CARR-HARRIS: I had the same experience at art school. It's probably what art schools do best! How did you figure out what the prob­lem was? 
MAGOR: I can think of two things that helped me. One was seeing Claes Olden berg's work in New York, where very ordinary objects were presented in an altered context, or in an altered form, so that their ordinarinesswasn't lost, but their extra-ordinariness was implied or suggested. And the other thing that helped me come to certain conclusions �as then returning to B.C. and seeing a phys­ical world that was significant to me; again, an ordinariness that I had overlooked before. Specifically, these were coastal images, im­ages of primary industry on the West Coast - like fishing and logging. And I think why Iwas able to see these as significant visual images was that it was primary industry. So the material was apparent, the processing of material was very close to the source of ma­terial; and there was a close relationship be­tween the transformation of material and the existing original material. 
CARR-HARRIS: And this, I guess, is clear in your piece Production - particularly, for me anyway, as you installed and changed it at 
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"Aurora Borealis" last year in Montreal. 
MAGOR: Yes. This basic transformation of material, and al I the evidence of that trans­formation, became significant to me - as an analogy, perhaps - for the production of something meaningful, or of something 'from this state to this state'. It wasn't only in industry; there also were images of coastal situations, rural situations, conditions you'd find in any rural place where people are resourceful and they make do with materials at hand. Situations in which the original identity of the material is still apparent after it's gone through a very rudimentary trans­formation to be used in some other way. And I saw lots of homesteads, coastal home­steads, where people had transformed the material into useful or less useful things. Sometimes their use was obscured by time. Where they had been useful early in the century - a pier, for example, that had been unused for a few decades and was knocked around and was no longer a pier, it was somewhat abstracted; its use was known to me, but its present form was altered. So I began to think of art as analogous to indus­try; not just ind us try in the sense of gross national product, but also a more domestic industry, or anything I would call industry­work that transforms material. This gave me the world of images to choose from, and a way to proceed. It also gave me an identity of myself as working in a particular way, which has been invaluable at times when I have more doubt than I need. 
CARR-HARRIS: 'More doubt than I need'. That's great, Liz! I like that. I know I've al­ways worked as physically as possible be­
cause it was physical, and it allows me to spread the doubt over a considerable period of time. I also like hearing you refer to images - such as old logging mills - which have been usually robbed of their power by what we could call a sentimental - and urban -nostalgia. What about that nostalgia? Or what about urban production? Is it more false? Can we talk about Regal Decor at this point? 
MAGOR: Well, let's say I'm looking at two images - one being an image of the West Coast, a very small logging operation on the Coast; and the other being an image from 
House and Carden magazine: a living room, say, in somebody's house in Italy or Manhattan, or who knows where. I find there i a basic difference between these two im­ages. One shows not only the way the pic­ture was produced, but it is a picture of pro­duction. It's a picture of a logging operation. All the signs of what kind of operation, the size of operation, the period - the historical period - when that kind of hand logging was done; the number of people involved in the operation, the location; al I this is there. All those things are very specific and produc­
tion based on these pecifics constructs the 
image. In the image from House and Gar­
dens, the only thing that unites the objects is the taste or will of the decorator. It's an eclec­tic assortment, a kind of tentative association that erases all traces of the production of the image. And the photography is made to seem 
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effortless, just as the decoration of the apart­ment is made to seem effortless; or the earn­ing of the money to buy the things is made to seem effortless. My response can only be one of sensibility or taste. I would prefer, then to make an image more like the logging operation. 
CARR-HARRIS: Because, of course, it is ex­actly this House and Gardens condition that, as you say, engenders that sense of guilt so many artists bear? 
MAGOR: Yes. I find myself completely en­tranced by the images of this beautiful apart­ment, and oblivious to the fact that so much is obscured; until I finish the magazine and realize I've been seduced by 6 or 7 different apartments. I begin to sense that esthetics have been used to manipulate me and to create specialness. At the end of one issue -which is only one out of twelve a year- I am nauseated by how prevalent expressions of sensibility are, and how easy it is to create a sen e of specialness and uniqueness through the manipulation of esthetics. And this makes me suspicious of my own sensibility, the expression of my sensibility; and maybe as an over-reaction I begin to look for another use of my skills. 
CARR-HARRIS: But this is not a unique experi­ence. You are explaining why so many artists - including yourself - have decided to becritical. That nausea has been channelledinto a determination to make art sociallycritical.
MAGOR: Of course, and it is an appropriate response. But my concern is that we don't, at the same time, forfeit a whole engagement with the sensible world, the materiality of the world, to those who can -afford it; those that can actually financially afford it, by re­jecting esthetics simply because it has been misu ed. 
CARR-HARRIS: So in opposing against this im­age from House and Gardens the straightfor­ward image of the production of hand log­ging, for instance, you are hoping here not only to be critical, but also to find some way of recouping this condition you are being cheated of? 
MAGOR: Yes. If we put ourselves in a position where we're ashamed of our desire for that engagement, and forego it and leave it to others, then esthetics becomes a commodity with no visible alternative. We're left with shopping. Art could be a place to represent an inversion; in other words, the desirable position is not that of being able to acquire goods and materials, but that of being able to produce. To identify ourselves as producers. 
CARR-HARRIS: I agree that production i probably better than acquisition, though the two terms could use some defining. But just as you pointed out earlier that criticism can exist without art, surely production -in the open sense - also can exist without art; even if art may not be able to exist with­out production? 
MAGOR: I suppose I'm assuming that there is some innate need for esthetic response and 
expression, and that to give it up is a fice. At this point I question whetherthe righteousness that comes with the sa we make as 'guilty' is not our 'paym being unsupported by the public· whether we don't give ourselves thi� ment in the form of a new myth to that as artists we are superior in some and that we wi 11 lead others to the , place' to be. Perhaps this is our com tion for being ignored and not support anyone other than the government. I tion that. I think - if we are really criti we would criticize that when we see it· I'm wondering whether we can avoid new myth without becoming produc 'stuff' for the pleasure of others; without coming a service industry. I'm won whether a way past this might be found in area where our production becomes the image - the production of our becomes part of the image of the work; that self-reflexiveness - self-criticalness within the work. Rather than the work about somebody else's relationship, it comes about our own relationship as m of this stuff. 
CARR-HARRIS: Doesn't this tend to lead back into philosophy? That level of self cism would sound covert to me. 
MAGOR: I guess I'm counting on a ce resistance in the material to being tu into idea, always into Idea. So that the rial has an assertion of its own that resists manipulation of it through a mental acti 
CARR-HARRIS: How does that differ, say, a high modernist position? 
MAGOR: I don't know. What's the high ernist position? 
CARR-HARRIS: Well, that the identity of a ticular activity, and also therefore its va lies simply in that identity, and in the making that identity more understood. 
MAGOR: You mean 'art for art's sake'? 
CARR-HARRIS: That's what it's been red to. That's, I think, what you described as invisibility of art. 
MAGOR: The difference would be that reflexiveness lies in its relationship to outside world, not to the part-to-part tionships within the work. 
CARR-HARRIS: Certainly materiality chan ideas from a state of conception to sta reception. And I won't argue against the nateness of a need for esthetic response expression. I guess I see that innate n one stemming from our need to claim a tion; or if you like, to claim dignity and thority. I think we both agree that this� be seen as an act of social responst rather than of private indulgence. Thi_showever, produce some odd misalha and ironies. There is that irony, of course artists being seen by the public as w�lc facilitators of transcendentalism, while selves in fact view it with deep susp i 
MAGOR: No doubt there has always . disparity between how the public identl 
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artists, and how artists do. And that disparity, I think, between how we're viewed, andhow we view ourselves, contributes to mak­ing our work invisible. Since we produce one kind of thing, and everybody is lookingfor something else, it falls - it keeps falling­between the cracks. Unfortunately, this state of grace that is thought to be the place ofartists; this non-political place that is beyond
the muck; it doesn't exist. In fact, as I said,contemporary artists find themselves whollyimplicated in the muck in the most extremeway; almost to the point of paralysis. There isan anxious choice we have to make between being leaders of a society, and being reflec­tor of a society. Neither one of the e, I think,we can accept comfortably. On the one handwe admit we are con tructed within a soci­ety, while on the other - well, being a wit­ne feel so pa ive.
The further irony of our ituation, as I see it i 
that we are regarded a irresponsible or amoral - the Bohemian care-less person; when in fact we're consumed by our moral­ity, we're obsessed by our responsibility; at least, a great number of us are. Perhaps we al I are. It would be nice to think that even JulianSchnabel thinks about it. Perhaps he has de-
cided to proceed anyhow, in pite of the badpre s! 
CARR-HARRIS: And you admire him?
MAGOR: No. But I don't think he's as guilty as Benjamin Buchloh thinks he is. I think he's an average guy who is just getting on with life; like people in other occupations. Ifthere's a moral imperative to be active, polit­ically active, it doesn't follow that we look to a per on's art for verification of that involve­ment. It may be there; but I wouldn't say it i mandatory that it be there. I think artists today are operating under very contradictoryconditions, and I think there are very fewplaces to operate. I don't actually ee whyarti t are on the one hand supposed to be normal people - that's what we're told: we're not geniuse anymore; we're just, youknow, guy and girls; but on the other hand are held to be exemplary people who don'tneed approval, don't need support, don't need to be part of ociety, don't need to berecognized, don't need to be seen; that we can exist with this kind of i olation, having no ocial function whatsoever! It's crazy!
CARR-HARRIS: Ye . I can't think of a betterword for it. Pos ibly we are even being in-
creasingly invested, as artists, with the con­tradictory desires and fears that 'ordinary' people feel about professionals of all kind - about a society that is more and more professionalized and therefore literally incr herent. So our isolation - as artists - is a fun ct ion of everyone's experience of that isrlation. And so identity itself starts to frag· ment. In fact, you've looked at identity in a lot of your work. In your book piece, for instance, Four Notable Bakers, you take u 
through this que tion of contradictory pres-ures, don't you?
MAGOR: It's a sort of book of fears; a book of fear of reproduction, or fears of difference and fear of samenes . They are images of contradiction, social contradiction - of put· ting a high value on individuality while offer­ing a very narrow range within which we can expres our difference. In the book I usebread dough as a material that is valued for its abi I ity to be consistently reproduc�while the people in the book are multiplr less successfully. They seem diminished b the comparison to images of mass produc· 
tion; they seem devalued by the attempts t�treat them as material. Pushing against thl humani m are image of twins who makethe 
notion of uniquene s seem vain.
ARR-HARRIS: And you come back to this flatter of twin in another work - the fish piece. 
MAGOR: The fi h piece is a look at how legitimate these fears may be. In the context ithi ociety, I don't actually think these are �legitim te fears. The fear of being distinct lor the wrong reas�ns is_ legitimate, and so in ihat pi ce I use a rtuatron that's very banal, ihe ituation of identifying, choosing, a fi h al the market; and I sort of jam that into, or narry it, to something more important -wh ich i the identification of a person for purpo that remain to be seen. The text that oe ith the fish piece describes two 
There are about five pieces of text, just short sinpl text. In four of the pieces the two women - their sameness - is described: 1hat th y wore the same dresses, that they had th ame fears, that they had the same di abilities, that they were proud of the ame 1hing , and so on. Then, in the middle, it egin : "The most notable difference is that 
\ladelaine seem more affected in manner 
than Kathleen, he wears her hair in a fringe, 
and ha long red fingernails". It goes on to de cri e 3 or 4 very trivial features distin­gui hing one woman from her sister. In hereforts to distinguish herself, I recognize in Madelaine a motivation similar to that of an artist - who is attempting to make a distin-guishing statement, or a distinguished im­age. I r cognize in that piece of text both the motivati n to do it and the inability to really e original in that sense. I fol low that with a pictur t the bottom left-hand corner of a man ho has been salmon fishing and has caught big salmon. He is standing, thecamera i a bit below his waist, so it's makinghim lo k tall. He is standing in the water withhis hip waders on, and he has two Canadianflags - one on his breast pocket and one on his hat, nd he's got a pink rosy face. I chose him b c use of his Canadian flags, and also ecau e the pinkness of his cheeks was the ame olour as the pinkness of the rubberfi h; and he's holding this beautiful salmon Which has distinguished itself from the oth­ers. In hi difference from the school, the fish h as de livered himself into a predicament. 
CARR-HARRIS: I think it's a beautiful work, and I guess I Ii ked a lot the deftness of that I Particul r edge of black humour the postcard 
1n ert ! But let's see now. The predicament ve're di cussing is that by 'making a wrongnove', like the salmon, let's say, we get caught in contradiction; or even worse, inOcial annihilation. And you have suggested hat tho e contradictions are imposed ironi­cally oth by the misunderstandings of non­artist , nd by the all-too-clear appreciation of tho e misunderstandings by artists them-. Ive - who then overcompensate for their &uilt'. ave you ever done a work which �ddre es the specific condition of restraint 1npo by other artists? 
�ACOR: There is a small piece. It's based on . e Brancusi Sleeping Mu e - which is an 'mag I like a lot; but I also have some dis-
comfort with it. I was wondering whether my di comfort wa becau e thi per on, or thi image, had been tylized to a degree that an identity had been abstracted, or a specifi had been made general. So I thought: what if I took this back to a pecific identity? Who might that be? A model? It might be a woman who is the model; who might she be? She might have been an artist. She might have only been able to be a model, and she might have been an arti t who was sleeping, not working; dreaming of a Brancusi - dream­ing of a Brancusi sculpture. On the side of the copy of the Brancusi plaster head I made, it ays: The sleeping artist 1924, which was the date that the Sleeping Muse was produced. The muse becomes a person, but the person can only dream of working. So there are two responses to this constraint. One is to copy, a I copied the Brancusi sculpture, to do over and over again what's already been valued; the other is to do nothing: to leep, to dream of working. In a way, they are the same. One i hibernation, and the other is anorexia, and I ee the appeal of both of tho e things. I ee them a a way to relax, a way not to be anxiou anymore; but I al o ee how destruc­tive that would be. So I did the little Brancu i head. Then I thought I'd like to do a work that was more specific in referring to the pres ure on both sides that I was feeling. l also wantedthe sleeping arti t to wake up. If some 50 years later the arti t were to wake up, would she find herself a constrained as in 1924? Socially, morally, economically? Reflecting on the fact that at this time I'm constrained both by the expectations of the pub I ic as wel I as by my own, my image would have to be something that could include the production 
and the reception of art. 
CARR-HARRIS: That's interesting, Liz. Be­cau e when I think of your sleeping artist, I think also of the woman in Rega/ Decor. What does she wake up to? 
MAGOR: That's my question too. If one were to wake up now, to the conditions of art or object-making now, what is one waking up to? 
In Rega/ Decor I wanted a factory - wherethings are made; and I wanted a home -where things are cherished. In a way, I matched them - these two things I wanted - to the two images I talked about earlier: the logging site and the House and Gardens magazine. In fact, the home is still in the magazine - in the work, I mean; the logging site has turned into a linoleum plant. Lino­leum of course has a visual dependence on ceramic tile. It presents a vinyl image of ceramic tile; and our memory of tile car­ries us into the acceptance of the falsene s of the linoleum, and makes it eem perfectly sati factory. 
CARR-HARRIS: Legitimizes it. 
MAGOR: Yes. Also I simply liked it as a form,becau e this flooring that normally you thinkof as a horizontal plane is stored in tall verti­cal rolls. Formally there is a contradiction. So I was thinking of this linoleum as the produc­tion of sort of a synthetic art, the production of the material world for pleasures that are
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based on memory and nostalgia. 
CARR-HARRIS: It's a kind of dreaming of pleasure. 
MAGOR: Yes - it's made possible through a kind of forgetfulness; through, I guess, the forgetting that the original ever existed. 
CARR-HARRIS: The work divides neatly into two kinds of illusionary production, then. What about the 'home'? 
MAGOR: In the second part of the work I used a domestic image. I bypassed the store, which is to me just a transition phase to thehome. Home is where we really celebrate our belongings. When we take the thing 
'home', we can really forget that it was mass produced. It's harder to forget that in a store. Also, the home interests me because it's the place where you may have your most intense material involvement. It's where your rela­tionships with people take place - in and among all this stuff. I started in a vague way thinking of that: thinking of relationships ex­isting in the midst of domestic objects; and the intimacy and intensity- or lack of inten­sity - in some way having something to do with the environment that contains the thing. It eems sometimes that the material worldas erts itself on the interpersonal world, as though it is part of the human relationship. And so I decided to take one item, one object of the domestic situation, and give it a char­acter - which is a standard art thing to do. I chose a fireplace because it worked so well.On so many levels it worked well. 
CARR-HARRIS: What do you mean, exactly, Liz, when you say 'many levels'? Are you speaking of ambiguities, or ambivalence? Orcontradictions? 
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MAGOR: Ther i a contradiction right within 
the work: that it is done with sort of an 
exuberance, both materially and in terms 
of scale, and seems never-ending. It kind 
of goes from the beginning of the gallery 
to the end. In every material way it seems 
not to limit itself; but at the same time it's 
wholly about limitation and wholly about 
- at least its subject matter is wholly 
about- the anxiety of constraints, of sup­
pression. It presents an image of a person
queezed between the factory and the 
home. Her image in the magazine comes
at a kind of junction; and the choice of
that image comes from the ame degree
of contradictory motivation as everything 
else in the piece. I think of her a a very sin­
cere image of anxiety or angui h, or
omething that eem a very intense re­
sponse; and yet I've put her in a situation
that' very glib and cynical - in a frame
over a fireplace. So they struggle with
each other. The incerity or authenticity
of the image struggles with a context
whi h i very insin ere; and I don't re­
solve that.
CARR-HARRIS: I like that. I think artwork 
have to a knowledg contradi tion and am­
bivalence. Ambiguity, it eem to me, i an­
other matter. Since ambiguity i a given con­
dition of communication, of language that i , 
I am oncerned about the problem of gilding 
the lily. Let me ask a question that arise , I 
think, from the probl m - ommon to al­
mo t all artwork - of interpretation. You 
t lk about th im g of the worn n b ing 
' incere'. Thi would seem a 'clue', let u say, 
to an und r tanding of the work' play in 
contradi tion . If the mall pace that an art­
work can find for it elf - b tween a kind of 
implistic en ibility on the one hand,and an 
overly anxiou d ir to b critical on the 
other - depend on clues and an ability to 
track through clues, i th r not a certain 
game man hip involved? I that not to make 
artwork into a game of d tection, and to 
make fairly pecific - and even unfair, or 
unreasonable - intell tual and ultural a -
umptions about the po ition of the viewer? 
MAGOR: Perhap . But something that I've 
alway thought wa curiou wa that, while 
dealing with obj ct in th normal world 
p ople will operate on a m tonymi I vel, 
wh n th y nt r the art gallery they immedi­
ately jump into a metaphori mode. It' train­
ing, I uppo e, but th y xpect works to 
'work' on a metaphori I v I; and wh n th y 
don't, th y don't e anything. And o, 5 or 6 
years ago, I made quite a few work that w r 
very lit ral on purpo e; to e how invi ible 
they could go. In fact, thi work with th 
wav - 78 Book - wa meant to be about 
looking for something I and not eeing 
what wa b ing off r d to you; it wa about 
mis ed ignal - literally. But now, a ept­
ing how ompl x the ondition for re p­
tion are, I'm not o int re ted in playing 
gam with the audi nee - becau e I really 
am more interested in making an imag of 
omething that' important to m . o I hedge 
my b t .  
CARR-HARRIS: Accepting, in oth r word , 
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thi metaphoric reception. 
MAGOR: Y , though I still find metaphor to 
b unr liable on its own. I depend on th 
context to control it. I mean that I provide the 
cont xt in which th m taphor exi t , hoping 
that I can find image and material and on­
jun tion that are abl to operate on a num­
ber of lev I . In choosing the fireplace, for 
ample, it phy i ally ha a hole and a fun­
nel shap . So given no experience with fire­
pla , given no met phoric xp ctation, 
the form it If ha a shape that i ignifi ant 
to m - which i a u king in and a funn 1-
ling down, or a narrowing down. Then it 
might op rate al o on a metaphori I v I a 
the 'hearth' of the home, or omething. 
CARR-HARRIS: I under tand; but I'm not ure 
that metaphor can b avoided by an app al­
i ng to a primary level of form .. I u p t mo t 
peopl are too sophi ti ated, a it wer , to 
al low them elves to penetrate to that level. 
Children - young childr n - p rhap . 
MAGOR: Tru , but I'm not trying to avoid it, 
I'm trying to aid it with form. I hop th y act 
in con ort. Another xample could be th 
hoi e of how to expre the anxiety of the 
per on in th photograph - what kind of 
ituation to put that p r on in. It' both an 
imag from p r onal experience - of find­
ing that 5 o' lo k in the morning i the mo t 
anxious p riod of the day, where you phy i­
cally feel the anxiety a you kind of roll out of 
leep into an awakened anxiety - and also 
it' an image of hibernation, an image repre-
enting a theoretical position or trateg · 
And I've found that it wa thi econd imag­
ing whi h p  ople connected to. 
CARR-HARRIS: Be ause in operating a clue , 
th y beg ambiguity; and don't nece aril 
ignal our intention? 
MAGOR: Well, I have no idea whether :
pl ar going to re pond to the evidence ot 
the code, or the evidence of the fact, or the 
evid n of th�ir projection . But what I can
ay is that thi work i ambivalent; it i contra­
di tory. My po ition i ambival nt, but it' 
till a position I'm o cupying over here. 1'11 
not all ov r the map! Within a ertain area 
of investigation, I t u  ay, I have doubt.� 
que tion i 'how to pro ed critically, with· 
out being authoritarian'; it i n't 'what i of 
valu ?'; I think engaged work i of value . . � I'm very energeti ally making thi very cntl· 
al pi e whi h to me is the ignificant differ­
n from m in a very mi erly way making a 
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uitical ·,, tern nt'. I'm inv ting verything Iv got - I don't want to ound hyperboli ; 
but I'm 1nve ting a good d al in making thi 
critical >tat m nt whi h almo t n gate th 
ritical ;tatem nt. L t' ay, I'm v ry, very enthu ia ti ally making art in a stat m nt !hat very, very riti ally ondemn art. But I ii o want to ay that I'm aware of the dang rJf affirming th onv ntion I d pi e by ngaging the onv ntion of art a my m anoi p aking. I know thi i problemati . But on id r ing the alternative - I gue I'll lake m chance with onv ntion. Jn ea hvork, f cour , I hop to find a way to un-1ermin the conv ntion ; in Rega/ De or I lake th cale, the range of material, and\hat I would ay i it obviou ubj tivity a con tituting om kind of ignifi ant a r­lion of v1lue. I think of th pie a a rting lhe valu of making art - for v riou r a-
0.n ; on of whi h i it ability to function.ritically. But I don't why anyon would Ii ten to a riti who i o uptight a to not allow th m Iv to riti iz with gu to. Do
�'OU know what I mean? 
CARR-HARRIS: f cour ! Any mor than pay
att ntion to artwork that are too timid to 
addr u - how did you call it - 'exub r­
ntly'. I ouldn't gree mor . I gue that my 
intention, in pr nting certain d mand , 
let' ay, in th writing I have done wa pr -
i ly to 'criti iz with gu to'. I rtainly at-
t mpt to approa h my own work in thi way. 
I gu making art i different, and for m , 
nyway, a bit more real. Mor real, perhap , 
than ven a conver ation like thi . I won­
der - would you ay, Liz - that in the mak­
ing of artwork , b cau thing are slow d 
down, arti hav a hance to think more 
fully about the range of int rconnection tak­
ing pla in a giv n ituation; mor fully 
than, ay, in talking lik thi , or in viewing 
artwork ? 
MAGOR: I gu I go back to my If at 16, 
when onver ation had no m aning. I 
ouldn't und r tand it. I needed om thing 
o slow that I ould ju t - take my tim . 
R ading wa good, but looking wa b tt r. 
Do you r memb r that - almo t everything
b ing incomprehen ibl ? Thing were o 
fa t.
CARR-HARRIS: Y ah. At on point, th y 
omi over 
fiv tim ! 
MAGOR: o I think of that a till being n -
e ary at differ nt time in my lif . To low 
down. I gu I feel more comfortable arry­
ing on a onv r ation through material in a 
ertain way in e it ha the lowne s; it' o 
low to produ that I have mor time to 
con id r my option . In t rm of material, I 
do think about thing b ide art obj t : 
thing , pla , hunks of land or variou ob­
j ct - they mad m want to make art in 
the fir t place. The fir t time I aw a hingl 
fa tory I wanted to mak that shingle fa tory. 
In a way, art to m i a formaliz d attempt to 
on ume the world by remaking it. That' 
why I think it value lies in maintaining th 
pr n of that kind of a tivity-wher you 
produc and on um at th ame tim . It' 
in the r making that I inv t all kind of left 
over f ling that I can find no oth r outl t 
for, or no oth r way to ati fy. I'm ure that 
take pla e all th time in the imagination, 
but art to m i a publi pla e to do that. A 
pla wh re I can xhibit the pro of mak­
ing and r -making. 
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